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Accidents---their Canse and Cure. 
We have said so much about accidents, that, 

were it not a duty which we owe to the com
munity, we should not occupy our columns 
with a single word on the subject at present. 
Since the lamentable accidenfof the burning 
of the" Henry Clay," whereby seventy of our 
fellow creatures lost their lives within two 
hundred feet of the shore, in broad daylight, 
as noticed in the last number of the Scientific 
American, we have received a great number 
of communications, presenting different plans 
for the prevention of such catastrophies. One 
proposes an improvement in force pumps, to 
be worked by a capstan near the bow of the 
boat, for the extinguishment of fires; another 
proposes to line the boiler room and all around 
the steam and smoke pipes, with sheet or plate 
iron, filled in behind with plaster of Paris, or 
some other non.conductor, to prevent a. boat 
taking fire; and another proposes that every 
person who travels by steamboat, or sailing 
vessel, should have some article of wearing 
apparel made into a buoyant lile·preserver,to 
keep him or her from sinking in the water. 
It is laudable to present good plans f or the 
prevention of such calamities, but that will 
aff ord no remedy, unless they are acted UPOll. 
If the Henry Clay had not been racing that 
day, does any person suppose she would have 
taken fire 1 Not one. And after she was on 
fire, if a stake had been hastily driven into 
the ground on shore, and a chain run out from 
it and secured to the stern of the burning boat, 
almost every one on board could have been 
passed along it to the beach and saved. But 
the unfortunate event has transpired, and no 
less than seventy families in our land, are 
clothed in sadness and griet� It is easy tQ ac· 
count f or such accidents; it requires only the 
exercise of a common judgment, but to pre
vent future accidents of a like nature, requires 
a thorough reform in national conduct and 
feeling. If prompt punishment were award
ed to those who, by reckless conduct, conduce 
to such disasters, f ear would act as a restraint 
upon all those placed in positions where hu
man lives were under their charge f or safety. 
But we well know., that, although hundreds 
have lost their lives by boiler explosions in 
our country, both on steamboats and in work
shops, and although numbers have lost their 
lives by railroad accidents, where the most 
culpable recklessness and carelessness have 
been proven, yet in what case-a solitary case 
-has just punishment been meted out to the 
guilty 1 We know of no case in which this 
has been done. If severe and prompt punish
ment were dealt out to the reaUy guilty, we 
should soon see an end of such accidents; it is 
for wallt of the good admil!istration of justice, 
that so many accidents do take place. Are 
our courts corrupt-are magistrates deba
sed, or what is the matter 1 How is it that 
men of wealth or political influence can get 
so many'delays, checks, decisions, and coun
ter deClsions in our courts, so as to obstruct 
and nullify the aims of j ustice 1 These are 
s�rious questions-let our people take them to 
heart, and endeavor to find a remedy. We 
may make as many laws as we choose for 
the prevention of accidents by steamboat and 
raIlroad, and as many rem�dies may be BUg
g�sted as would build a pile of plans high as 
the Andes; but unless our courts and magis
trates do their duty, good laws will be worse 
than no laws, and good plans but a delUSIOn 
and a mockery. The evil lies with our pro
secuting magistrates and courts; if they did 
their duty we should have less cause for 
mourning. 

== 
Artificial Stone Front. on Houseo. 

A great number of houses are now built 
with coarse brick fronts, which afterwards re
ceive two or three coats of boiled oil, and are 
then covered with a coat of peculiar mastic 
cement, which is composed, we are told, most
ly of dried sand, some boiled oil, some red 
lead, and a little plaster of Paris. This cement 
resembles moist sand when put on, but it 
sticks well, and in a short time becomes as l. �:;;

i
� as freestone, which it greatly resembles. • plaster is streaked off in blocks, and a 

5 citmif it 
building so covered looks like one built of 
dark brown polished freestone. We have 
heard objections made to such buildings, but 
not one by a person who had taste aad expe
rience in architecture. This cement does not 
scale off; it endures and forms a thorough 
coating of artificial stone. The only objec
tion worthy of note, urged against them, that 
we have heard, is this-" after all, they are 
not so good as brick buildings, which are no 
shams;" these words we have marked, for 
they have appeared in print in a daily paper 
in our city, but tht:' 0 bjection, urged against the 
artifiCIal stone fronts, can be as strongly urged 
against the painting of any building. Paint 
is put on to preserve and beautify a building, 
and so is the artificial stone cement. 

-==='c=:-
A New Fish BUBlne ••. 

During the past winter, the controversy 
respecting the resuscitation of frozen fish was 
effectually settled through our columns; a 
new fact to many was also brought to light, 
namely, the supplying of ponds with new 
kinds of fish brought from distant waters in a 
frozen state. We have also noticed in the Sci
entific American the mode of cultivating carp 
in the marshy ponds of France; but perhaps 
the most extraordinary discovery of the pre
sent day, in the fish line, is that by �which 
they can be produced to an incalculable ex
tent. in streamlets, rivers, ponds, and lakes, 
by artificial mean!!.' This process within the 
past th'ree years has been employed on a 
grand scale, with considerable success, III va

'rio us parts of France. Two fishermen in the 
Department of Vosges, having noticed that the 
fine trout in the streams were fast declining in 
num bers, made it their business to investigate 
the cause. They discovered that not one egg 
in an hundred deposited in the beds of the 
rivers came to maturity, the rest being wash
ed away or devoured by other fish. It struck 
them that if they were to collect the eggs and 
protect them from large fish, they would in a 
few years obtain a plentiful supply. They ac
cordingly. in imitation of fish, placed the eggs 
on a bed or gravel, put them into a box filled 
with holes, and sank it into the bed of a river. 
In due time they had an abundance of small 
trout, which they kept in clean water, out of 
danger, and supplied with fitting food. Ap
plying this process for a few years, they have 
stocked a great nnmber of the streams and 
rivers of France with millions of fine trout. 
This is a subject which should arrest the at
tention of people in our country. 

---==�=---

american. 
Steam. 

The effect of heat is to convert many solids 
and liquids into vapor. Of all the vapors, we 
are most familiar with steam. Water, when 
converted into steam by heat, expands from 
a cubic inch to 1700 cubic inches. But a much 
larger quantity 01 heat enters into vapors than 
into liquids. If over a stead V fire, a certain 
quantity of ice-cold water requires one hour 
to bring it to the boiling point, it will require 
a continuance of the same heat f or five hours 
longer to boil it off entirely. Liquids do not 
become hotter after they begin to boil-a ther
mometer will not rise any higher if kept in a 
boiling vessel (aft�r the water commences to 
boil) for a year. This fact is of importance 
to cooks in saving fuel; to boil meat in a gen
tle way, is just as efficacious as to boil it with 
great fury at the expense of a larger amount 
of charcoal. 

The steam from boiling water is found to 
be no hotter than the water itself. What 
then becomes of the heat communicated to 
the water, since it is not indicated by the wa
ter or steam 1 As much heat disappears as is 
capable of raising the temperature of the wa-

ter, which is converted into steam, 1000 de
grees; this is now assumed to be about the 
latent heat of steam. A cubic inch of water, 
raised into steam, will, if confined in a tight 
vessel, and 5� cubic inches of water, at 320, 
injected into it, raise the whole of that quan
tity to 6� cubic in�hes of water at 212°-that 
is, the steam will be condensed into water, and 

A Railroad In Broadway. the cold water elevatedJBj}Q..w.-�ature . 
It has been proposed, in our Common Coun- this experiment proves the theory of liite- ' 

cil, on the application by petition, to build a heat. 
railroad in Broadway, in order to relieve it of., Gay Lussac discovered that liquids were 
the enormous quantity of stages and other mo- more easily converted intI) vap"r w hen in con
vable obstructions. The property holders in tact with corrugated, than smooth surfaces; 
Broadway held a meeting last week, and pass- also that it boiled at two degrees higher in 
ed a number of strong resolutions against the glass than metal vessels; this is a fact for 
project. Here is one of them :- boiler makers. 

"Resolved, That the Railway will render It is the pressure of the atmosphere, �51bs. 
Broadway, as is the Bowery now, because of on the square inch, which makes the tempe
its Railroad, a street through which none rature to be increased to 2120 before it boils, 
would pass unless compelled by necessity, pre- for water will boil on the top of mountains at 
venting entirely the desire for its use f or plea- a much lower temperature, and in a vacuum 
sure-depriving the citiz!'ns of the use of that at 1500. A high heat browns sugar, and ad
fine promenade, now so much sought after, and vantage was taken of the low heat at which' 
enjoyed with so much zest." sugar boils in a vacuum, by a Mr. Howard, in 

We believe that the 'owners of property England, who adopted the system of boiling 
would be the gainers, as well as the public at his syrup in a tight·covered pan. and pumping 
large, by a railroad. Still it would be wrong off the air and steam. The inventor of this 
and unjust to erect a railroad through that improvement made a fortune. 
street, against the wishes of the owners of Various liquids boil at different tempera
property in it. It is our opinion that beauti- tures; hydrochloric ether boils at 520, alcohol 
f ul railroad carriages would be les� o�jection- at 1730, water at 2120, whale oil at 6300, mer
able than clumsy stages, to those who pro me- cury at 6620; water, saturated with common 
nade along that noble street-for beautiful it salt, will not boil till it attains to 2240. AI· 
is not yet, but may be at some future period. though steam, at the common atmospheric 
The railroad cars would be more regular in pressure, is never above nor below 2120, yet 
their trips, and promenaders would not have it can be, and is, increased in temperature by 
to wait and run so much to avoid f uriou� sta- confinement under pressure. There is a great 
ges, as they now do, when crossing from one difference in the effects of low and high pres
side to the other. A railroad would not en- sure steam upon the person. The steam of 
tail any loss upon the owners of property nor boiling water occasions a severe scald, it al
those doing bnsiness in Broad way; still, it lowed to condense upon the b@dy, but every 
they think it would, their voice should be po- engineer knows that his hand can be held, 
tent in the matter. One thing we do know- without scalding, in the exhaust steam of a 
the obstructions to persons desirous ot cross- high pressure engine, when it issues into the 
ing the street below the City Hall Park, by air; a thermometer placed in this steam shows 
crowds of carts and stages, demand some re- it to be, below·

'
2120. This singular property 

medy. What shall it be 1 The owners of of high pressure steam is connected with its 
property should suggest some thing. great capacity of rapid expansion-in other 
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words, the law of absorption in the gases of 
the atmosphere, whereby the heat is rapidly 
extracted from the steam in proportion to its 
expansive force. 

The elastic force of steam at temperatures 
above 2120 is determined by heating water i n  
a stout globular vessel containing mercury, m, 
(as shown in the annexed figure) , and water, 

w, and having a long glass tube, t t, screw�d 
into it, open at both ends, and dipping into 
the mercury, with a scale, a, divided into inch
es, applied to it. The globular vessel has two 
other openings, into one of which a stopcock, 
b, is screwed, and into the other thermometer, 
l,having its bulb within the globe. The wa· 
ter is boiled in this vessel for some time, with 
the stopcock open so as to expel all the air. 
On shutting the stopcock, and continuing the 
heat, the temperature of the interior, as indi
cated by the thermometer, now rises above 
2120, at which it was stationary while the 
steam generated was allowed to escape. The, 
steam in the upper part of the globe becomes 
denser, more and more steam being produced, 
and forces the mercury to ascend in the gauge 
tube, t, to a height proportional to the elastic 
iorce of the steam. The height of the mer
curial column is taken to express the elastic 
force or pressure of the steam produced at any 
particular temperature above 2120. The 
weight of the atmosphere its'llf is equivalent 
to a column of mercury of 30 inches, and this 
pressllre has been overcome by the steam at 
2120, before it began to act upon the mercu
rial gauge. For every thirty inches that the 
mercury is forced up in the gauge tube by the 
steam, it is said to have the pressure or elastic 
force of another atmosphere. Tbus, when 
the mercury in the tu be stands at thirty inch� 
es, the steam is said to be of two atmospheres; 
at 45 inches, of two and a half a tmospneres; 
at 60 inches, ot three atmospheres, and so on. 

------=::::=.c=::: 

'\Voodworth Patent Pamphlet •. 
Any of our readers wanting a copy of the 

Report against the extension of the Wood
worth Patent Planing Machine, in pamphlet 
form, can have one sent (post-paid) by enclo
sing two three-cent stamps. Its publication 
will occupy the remaining numbers of this vo
lume. at the rate of two columns each week. 

In connection with this notice, we can hard
ly omit to furnish our readers with the names 
of the Committee on Patents in the House, to 
whom the whole country is deeply indebted 
for the satisfactory manner in which this af
fair is placed before them. Seldom have we 
read a more able and convincing report. D. 
K. Cartter, of Ohio, Chairman ; M. M. Dim
mick, of Pa.) W. T. Ward, of Ky., Benj. H 

, Qf R I ' and Alexander White, of 
Ala. Gentlemen, w;;;-ncerer�_for 
having nobly done your country service. 

'ro Save from Dron'lling. 
We have seen it stated in books and papers, 

that if a person falls by accident into deep 
water, he will tioat lind not sink if he lies 
still and does not lift up his hands. The rea
son given is, that the head, having so much 
cavity or air space in it, will keep above the 
water, and thus prevent the body from sink
ing. This is certainly not correct; no per
son can tioat in deep water unless he has learn
ed to do 80 by a great deal of practice. It is 
true that the body is more buoyant in salt 
than fresh water, but no person who cannot 
swim will tioat two minutes in sea or river,
he will soon sink, as we have seen in more 
than one case. All our young men should 
learn the art of swimming; it was part of the 
education of the early Romans, and should al
so be of the young men of our Republic. 

--==-� 

Something Want .. d for Engravers. 

A substitute for boxwood, for wood engra
ving, is muc,h wanted. This wood is very 
scarce; it costs $500 per ton, and is all itnpor
ted from Turkey and Italy; various kinds of 
wood have been tried to supersede it, but not 
one among all the varieties tried, has the same 
qualities. Hardness is not the only, quality, 
it must be close in the grain and free from 
breaking before the graver. Type metal, 
with some change in the form of tools, may 
supersede it ;' the price of boxwood is getting 
higher every year. ' 

---�==, :::c=::::-- -- -

The readers of the Scientific American will 
have the able Report of Mr. Cartter to bind '. 
'P i •• hi. vol,m,. 
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